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IFIEC Europe represents the interests of industrial  IFIEC Europe represents the interests of industrial  
energy users in Europe for whom energy is a signifi cant energy users in Europe for whom energy is a signifi cant 
component of production costs and a key factor of component of production costs and a key factor of 
competitiveness in their activities in Europe and competitiveness in their activities in Europe and 
throughout the world.throughout the world.

IFIEC Europe believes that competitive energy suppl y,IFIEC Europe believes that competitive energy suppl y,
responsible use of energy, consumer choice and responsible use of energy, consumer choice and 
flexibility are necessary for competitive and susta inable flexibility are necessary for competitive and susta inable 
industrial activity in Europeindustrial activity in Europe

IFIEC Europe



Importance of energy costs for industry

•• For energyFor energy --intensive industry, energy is a intensive industry, energy is a 
substantial component of its cost structure. It substantial component of its cost structure. It 
represents up to 80% of variable production costs.represents up to 80% of variable production costs.

•• EnergyEnergy --intensive industry often produces intensive industry often produces ““ building building 
blocksblocks ”” for downstream users (steel, chemicals, for downstream users (steel, chemicals, 
nonnon --ferrous metals, glass, paper, cement, ferrous metals, glass, paper, cement, ……).).

•• Products from energyProducts from energy --intensive industries help other intensive industries help other 
actors to improve their energy efficiency and to actors to improve their energy efficiency and to 
reduce their environmental impact (e.g. insulation reduce their environmental impact (e.g. insulation 
materials, lighter materials, materials, lighter materials, ……).).



The need for competitive energy markets

EU markets for gas and electricity are not competit ive:EU markets for gas and electricity are not competit ive:

•• Difficult or no access to grids, gas storage and     Difficult or no access to grids, gas storage and     
crosscross --border connections for new playersborder connections for new players

•• Market dominance is still very strongMarket dominance is still very strong
•• In many cases, consumers have no free choice In many cases, consumers have no free choice 

of supplierof supplier
•• High prices jeopardize industry competitiveness High prices jeopardize industry competitiveness 

IFIEC supports the 3rd package as a major step IFIEC supports the 3rd package as a major step 
forwardforward

•• We call for its rapid adoption and We call for its rapid adoption and 
implementation.implementation.



The third package will not bring all the answers

IFIEC Europe calls for additional measures:IFIEC Europe calls for additional measures:

•• Reduce former incumbentsReduce former incumbents ’’ dominancedominance
•• Allow long term contracts for industrial needsAllow long term contracts for industrial needs
•• Take temporary measures as long as markets do Take temporary measures as long as markets do 

not function properlynot function properly
•• Find solution for Find solution for ““ windfall profitswindfall profits ”” (ETS)(ETS)
•• Stimulate investments in additional electricity Stimulate investments in additional electricity 

generation capacity and gas and electricity grids generation capacity and gas and electricity grids 
in in order to improve security of supply order to improve security of supply 



Climate policy

European industry is ready to contribute to reduce its European industry is ready to contribute to reduce its 
GHG emissions and has done so already in the past 2  GHG emissions and has done so already in the past 2  
decadesdecades

Industry generally operates globally and is exposed  to Industry generally operates globally and is exposed  to 
fierce international competition; the risk of fierce international competition; the risk of ““ carbon carbon 
leakageleakage ”” is real ! is real ! 

Why put industrial investments at risk and create Why put industrial investments at risk and create 
atmosphere of distrust?atmosphere of distrust?



Climate policy: ETS

Emission trading can be an effective instrument to Emission trading can be an effective instrument to 
reduce GHG emissions in industry IF applied globall y. reduce GHG emissions in industry IF applied globall y. 
No study to date is conclusive that carbon leakage will No study to date is conclusive that carbon leakage will 
not happen if auctioning is applied.not happen if auctioning is applied.

In global markets, exposed (sub)In global markets, exposed (sub) --sectors should benefit sectors should benefit 
from free allocation in order to avoid carbon leaka ge; from free allocation in order to avoid carbon leaka ge; 
industry is developing uniform benchmarks and needs  industry is developing uniform benchmarks and needs  
link to actual production to avoid leakage.link to actual production to avoid leakage.

Windfall profits for the power industry push up Windfall profits for the power industry push up 
electricity prices and must be eliminatedelectricity prices and must be eliminated
or compensated by indirect allocation.or compensated by indirect allocation.



Climate policy: Renewable energy

IFIEC Europe supports the will of the EU institutio ns to IFIEC Europe supports the will of the EU institutio ns to 
promote renewable energy in order to reduce EU promote renewable energy in order to reduce EU 
import and fossil fuel dependency; industry invests  import and fossil fuel dependency; industry invests  
heavily in research and development of new heavily in research and development of new 
technologies in this fieldtechnologies in this field

The impact of ambitious goals for renewable energy on The impact of ambitious goals for renewable energy on 
energy cost and security of supply should be closel y energy cost and security of supply should be closel y 
monitoredmonitored

IFIEC Europe calls for a harmonised approach IFIEC Europe calls for a harmonised approach 
throughout the EU in order to guarantee throughout the EU in order to guarantee 
a level playing field for industrya level playing field for industry


